LOVE MCPHERSON
RELATIONSHIP EXPERT +
CERTIFIED MARRIAGE & FAMILY COUNSELOR
In a world where failing marriages and toxic relationships have become the societal norm, Relationship
Expert, Love McPherson is the voice of hope that says, “I was born for this.” She is a passionate author,
captivating speaker, and engaging media personality on a mission to impact generations and heal
relationships by teaching individuals how to love better. In 2010, she founded her relationship coaching
company, Love Infinity, Inc., which has allowed her the opportunity to make a global impact speaking to
national and international audiences such as T.D. Jakes Ministries, Northwestern University, ESSENCE
Festival, as well as various small businesses and non-profit organizations. Love brings over two decades of
experience as a mental health professional to her vast audiences.
Love has been a recurring guest on the #1 news broadcast in Chicago, WGN TV, as well as Bravo TV’s Real
Housewives of Atlanta, Windy City Live on ABC Network, FOX SOUL Network, and TV ONE Network.
Graduate of Columbia College Chicago, Love puts her degree in Communication to use bi-weekly on the
two-time Stellar Award winning iHeartRadio station, Inspiration 1390AM, with host Sonya Blakey for her
“Relationship Talk Thursday” segment during the morning drive. She has also been featured on other
media outlets such as - NBC, VH1, and TV ONE networks, People Magazine, Sarah Jake's Woman Evolve
Podcast, Joyce Meyer's Talk it Out Podcast, and 107.5 WGCI FM Chicago Radio Station.
Love says her greatest success by far is being the wife to Anthony McPherson, her
husband of 39 years and Vice President of Love Infinity, Inc. Together they have two beautiful daughters,
Tiffany McPherson, her Executive Assistant and Brand Manager, and Christa McPherson. When Love isn’t
on the speaking circuit or conducting private coaching sessions, you can find her dating her husband or
enjoying family time.
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